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In our 2nd episode, Elsevier's market-leading Medical-Surgical author Mariann Harding discusses ways educators can incorporate more clinical judgment practice into their courses using a multi-faceted approach. Listen in as Mariann outlines tangible tips for easy implementation and increased student engagement. You'll learn actionable methods of bringing clinical judgment into the classroom to ensure students sharpen this vital skill using a variety of resources including case studies, simulations, and more.

Listen Today
Next Gen NCLEX®

4 Months Until NGN

Our latest White Paper, co-authored by three Elsevier psychometricians, presents the three NGN item scoring types and provides item-answering strategies that demonstrate the types of insights Elsevier has ahead of our competitors. Answering certain NGN item types using traditional multiple-choice strategies can lead to lower scores, so using this paper’s strategies will help prepare your students for NGN success.

› Download the White Paper

New & Noteworthy

New Shadow Health Efficacy Research

Findings support experiential learning in nursing as an effective tool in teaching cultural competence and sensitivity when caring for transgender patients. Stay tuned for more information about this study!

*Early access available to journal subscribers or pay-per-view

› Read the Article

How Can We Help?

Contact us for more information about any of these products and solutions, or if you’d like to learn how a custom bundle can save money for your students.
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